"Persecution is the first law of
society because it is always easier
to suppress criticism than to> meet
it."
Howard M. Jones

CourseEvaluation Handbook
Set For Publication This Fall

MEMORIAL HALL MEMORIAM — This remaining vestige of
the old Colby campus will have to be torn down shortl y. It was decided in a recent trustees' meeting that sufficient funds could no long er
be raised to pr eserve Memorial Hallw hich has not been occupied for
nineteen years.

Phi Beta Kappas Picked

The following students were elected to membership in the Oolby Chap
ter of Phi Beta Kappa on April 29, 1966.
CLASS OF 1966
Major
Jean Hoffman Clipsham (Mrs.)
Chemistry
Jean Elizabeth Craig
Classics-English
William Michael Doll
Philosophy
William Michael Fraley
Mathematics
Linda Lou Kaiser
English Literature
Ruth Emily Kelleher
English Literature
Marguerite Mary Malcolm¦ ¦ ¦
French
¦
¦
• > •¦. Ardith Louise Maney
Government
Gretchen Wollam O'Connor (Mrs,)
German
Abou Dramaned Sylla
Economics
Diane Gerth Van Wyck
Government
CLASS..OF..1967
Nancy Jane Wilcox
Biology

By. Dan DeNicola
Beginni ng nex t semester^ Colby students will find themselves in pc
tool which, will enable them not c nly to mold the structure of their
its quality in accordance wit h the r own needs and standards.
According to Eric Rosen, chair- The second perspective considers
man of Stu-G's Academic Life the uniqueness of both individual
Committee, this tool is tentatively viewpoint and specific academic
referred to as the Col'by Course subject by obtaining the personal
Critique, an organization similar to comments of a random sample of
the Echo and the Oracle. The students enrolled in a particular
C.C.C. will be run entirely by the course. These results are correlated
students and will offer them the with those of the questionnaire,
chance to effectively evaluate fac- and the summarized evaluations
ulty members, courses, and entire are published biannually to incorporate the ratings of each preceddepartments.
ing semester. The evaluation hands
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The results of this
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processed by an IBM

Two Years From Now:
New Gym ,Dorm,House

isession of a new and revolutionary
educ ation, but t o actually incr ease
or, has been required. However, due
to the fact that the personal comments take about three months to
acquire and analyze, the publication next fall will contain only
those findings obtained from the
computerized material. This first
issue will serve as a "trial run;" in
subsequent semesters, both sources
of data will contribute to the ratings.
Besides Yale, this evaluation system has met with much success at
Harvard and at Reed College in
Oregon, where it determines the
faculty members' salaries. Yet both
Rosen and Lawton stress the fact
that it can only be an effective
tool if approached with the highest
aspirations.
Subjective
student
comments, or individual ratings
meant to preserve or create "gut"
courses will only be reflected in
the resulting distorted and low-level standards.
Members of the staff include:
Mike Ransom, Larry Bernstein,
Tom Demong, Francie Colmes, Allison Burns, Lorrie Lewin, and
Dan DeNicola.

By Gerry Davies
The first phase of the college 's $2 to $2^4 million long-range con
s t ruc tion program will be initiated earl y this summer with ground
breaking for a new dormitory,
fraternity house, and field house,
gymnasium, and swimming pool
complex. Formal construction will
follow shortly thereafter. The anticipated completion dates for the
student residence and the chapter
house for Kappa Delta Rho is the
f all of 1967, while the athletic complex may l>e finished at the same
time or shortly afterwards.
Currently, ad hoc committees
TODAY
composed of members of the ad3:00 Lacrosse Game : Colby vs. Kents Hill
ministration and faculty are working with the architects in drawing
6:00 Greek Sing — In front of Miller Library
up final plans for the three build8:30-1:00 Dance — Runnals Union
ings. Present plans call for a coed(1) Eddie Davis and the Soul-Finders
ucational dormitory for 160 stu- STRIDER IN LEBANON — Colb y 's first famil y recentl y sent back
(2) Royalettes ,
dents having separate wings for this picture of a recent meal they had in Beirut. Photographed
above
the men and women with common
TOM ORROW
social and study lounges in the clockwise are Mrs. Strider , son Bill, Mrs . Walter Greene of J ajfrey,
10:30-12:00 Intrafraternity Track Meet ,
N.H., the president , Mrs , J ulius Bixler, Dr. Greene , Betsy Strider , and
central portion of the building.
1:30 Baseball Game, Doubleheader vs Providence
Dean Emeritus Bixler.
Co-ed Dining Stressed
College
The new dormitory will not have
a dining room. Instead, improve5:00-6 :30 Picnic — Behind Roberts Union
ment
of tho co-educational dining
Colby 8 and Colbyettes
facilities will await the construc7:30-9:30 Brandywine Concert — Wadsworth Field- tion of a new student center which
house
will include dining areas, lounges,
9 :30-2:00 Open Fraternity Parties
and space for a bookstore, post ofLuoknow University, Ahmcdnagar
By Gregg Crawford
fice, and spa. Construction of this
If everything has gone accord- College, and Allahabad University
student center, as well as a classing to schedule, President Strider where President Strider lectured.
room building, is part of the second
and his family are now aboard a The President then visited Dr.
phase of tho building program to
boat headed for New York City, and Mrs. Bixler In Beirut, Lebanon
bo initiated when the necessary
in tho concluding stage of their (photo) where Dr. Bixler is lectu rfunds are made available,
three-month trip around tho world. ing at the American University,
Professor and Mrs. Mavrlnao in
will
he
The now fratern ity house
Tho
President,
Mrs.
Stridor,
BetCairo,
Egypt , whore Prof. Mavrlmen.
Both
tlio
dormbuilt for forty
sy,
and
Bill
left
from
Honolulu
,
nao
is
doing work for tho Ford
itory and tho KDR house will be
January
26
to
tour
TokHawaii
on
grovo
Foundation
, and recent Colby gradarea
west
located in tho pine
of the chapel and on tho southerly yo and Kyoto, Japan ; Kowloon, uate Jamo Valhoull C64) who is
side of tho road going to tho sec- Hong Kong; and Bankok, Thailand now teaching at Athens Collogo in
ond rangoway and encompassing where tho President met with ed- Greece.
ucational leaders from universities
Tho Stridor 's spent a wook In
Johnson Pond.
In Japan and Thailand to discuss Jordanian and Israeli Jerusalem.
Gym Vastly Enlarged
Tho flold house, gymnasium, and plans for non-Western studios In Tho President said: "Wo havo been
swimming pool complex will be American collages and universities. energetically . exploring tho Holy
Travelling for a month th rough Land and it is an exciting experinext to and part of the existing
flold house. Current planning Is India, President Stridor described ence. The scones of memorable sigdirected toward tho conversion of this vast nation as "fantastic — nificance in both tho Old and Now
PKKSIDKNT-IDLUJOTS FOIl NEXT YEAH
tho present field houso into a gym, beauty next to dirt , lepers walking Testament aro so numerous that
and tho construction of a now In gardens, gontlo womon In saris ono can 't oven remember thorn all."
J unior Heend , Sophomore Rippon , Freshman Cameron
field house and pool. Provisions nro In tho midst of doformod beggars,
Tho final portion of tho trip was
Class of '07
Class of '08
Class of '00
being made for tho uso of tho pool and everything an incredible bus- spent travelling by,: oar through
Dick Hoend , Pres.
Thorn Rippon, Proa. Goorgo Cameron, Proa. by womon nnd faculty members, tle and scramble," Tho Stridors, ac- England, Franco, rind Italy. Tho
Tim Rildloy, V.P.
Bud Evans, V,P,
Tom Barrage, V.P.
honco women's and faculty mem- companied by former Colby Pro- President hopes to be back In thmo
j on n Amnotto, Soc.
Nat Furlong, Soo.
Karon Tru e, Sec.
bers' looker rooms and related fa- fessor Naravano and his wife in to speak at tho Recognition AssemDiolc Lomloux, Troas,
j off Lathrop, Troas.
John Kuslak , Troas,
(Contlnuod on Page Elglit)
thoir tour of India, stopped nt bly oh May 15th.

GREEK WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Dr. Strider Now In Concluding
Stages Of Thre e-Month Trip

New Class Officers El ected

Editorials:

6

In the course of this year there has been much talk of a thorough
integra t ion of Colby. Eff orts have been made tb unif y the two sides
of the campus t hrough increased parietal Jiours and the creation of a
co-ed dorm. A Stu-G-sponsored committee has been established to
r ecruit n egroes and other student types poorly represented at the college.
As commendable as efforts in these directions might b e, j ust as urgent is t h e in tegr ation of the various cliques at Colby. There is a need
for greater cross-reference among the students that will foster the
realization that more should unite Colbyites than divides them.

Th e b asic social uni t s which can uni te ou r campu s are classes and

organizations. Some of the most enjoyable and constructive times recently have t aken place at the class level. Last year's fr eshman Speakeasy was an example of the sort of spirit t ha t partnership on a broad
base can generate. Let us hope that there will be more class functions
of a cul tural and public service nature as well as social.
To integrate whole classes, however, has proven an xmweildly project. This leaves the organizations around campus to set a healthy
acadeonic and social atmosphere for the college.. We have att empted to spot light in the ECHO the accomplishments of the extra
curricular organiza t ions; f or we are concluding an out standing year
in this respect. Everywhere there are signs of broad-based enthusiasm
and , accomplishment.

Student Governmen t, obviously possesses dedicated and purposeful
leadershi p. In spite of recent claims to the contrary, it is now composed of th e right proportion and type of office holdejrs and elected
repr esent at ives to insure as much progress as is possible. We can only
hope that the dynamic new president does not in his zealousness con-

tinue to usurp the power of the council as a whole and cause it to become an impotent debating society.
There are encouraging signs elsewhere. We have succeeded, if not
yet in making the ECHO an outstanding publication, in at least making it a paper represen t ative of and con t ribut ed to by every el ement
on campus. John Simpson and others recently struck a blow for campu s uni ty by d emonstrating tha t a thl et es can be act ors as well and
have fun in an unaccustomed role.

This has been the year when M.S.A. and the Lacrosse Club proved
t hat they are here t o stay ; t hat studen t s t ogeth er began to tak e an
active interest in the curriculum offered ; that the coffee house provided a refreshing, new locale for social intercourse ; and that the
hockey (and perhaps baseball) t eam successfull y drew us t oget her in
common quest of victory. The seeds of progress have been planted on
the Colby Campus. Let us hope for a bountiful harvest in the autumn.
D. V. S.

The Role Of I.F.C

Fraternities have been casti gated by rhany, including a member of
this executive board, as educational detriments. The stagnated and
unelectrif ying atmosphere of Colby has been blamed on tlie fraternity
system. The fraternity is the ogre, the easy villain in " all the explanations of Colby 's failure as an educational institute.
What are fraternities? Do they shape men, do they form th e men ?
No , a fraternity is simply a house with Greek letters. The image of
the house is determined by the individuals in the house and not some
ninety year old "Lord Mayor" or his fra ternity handbook. A house
cannot make a person an athlete, a drunk, or a scholar. To state that
the Colby man has become a dull, unintellectual "nebish" because of
fraternities is imbecilic.

Why then , have fraternitie s received this bad press? Mainl y because fqr tqq long, they have become too cqntent and satisfied. They
haye refused to listen to criticism and atternpt any rej^rrn. Thisj is,

wh y the ECHO takes so much pleasure in the debate concerning' th $

rushing system. It is good that the policies of I.F.C. are questioned
and that ttyey dp attempt a logical defense of something that effects
so great a part pf tjie Cojb y mqn.

We hope that I.F.C. with spuq suc,h as this will b/cgin p play the

role fhat i|sfiojj lcj in campu s affairs. It is up to I.F.C. to LEAD fraternities. This, organization should attempt to bring a much more positivistb attitude to fraternities instead of allowing this "bloodletting "
form of rivalry to exist, especially during rushing!
Oftentimes, it seems to an outsider that the misfortunes of one fraternity bring pleasure to others. However, I.F.C. should point out to
all that the' deterioration of one house means harm \a all.
,
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Elison Resents ECHOV
Callin g Him Intellectual

Cross-Currents At Colby
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Most importantly I.F.C, should find out directly from the administration the position and future of the fraternity at Co|by and attempt
to mould the system to a nc\y Colby. I.F.C, must attpnnpt to be a fquntainlicad of new ideas whjch will keep secure many of thG social freedqrm wo enjoy. I.F.C. must do tins ; they must become the leaders and
spell out clearly to all the role oi the fraternity and its future at Colby.
A, H.

•"', ' ^" v

To the Editor:
The ECHO has reached new
heights. ', My congratulations! The
article you saw fit to publish in
last week's issue concerning my
undeserving person was truly distinguished: its attention to accuiacy was matched only by its analytical intent. "Reportage Not Persif lage " should henceforth be tine
EOHO's motto.
I should, however, like to correct
a misinterpretation, which someb od y crept into print. "Intellectual," supposedly, is the key word
for me; my mannerisms, according
to your reporter, all reflect my
intellectually-centered existence. I
must emphatically reject the allegation! Be kind enough to remember: I am a refugee who has made
good. My views reflect my background. I have a '(positive commitment to values" reflected by the
United States, complete to the et
cetera. How, then, could I be an
intellectual ?
If I may be allowed additional
reflections . . . A personage who
has influenced me considerably
once stated in a sermon, apostrophizing the intellectual: "For who
would not shun and startle at such
a man, as at some unnatural accident or Spirit? A man dead to all
sense of Nature and common affections, and no more movfd with
Love or Pity than if he were a
Flint or Rock; whose censure nojbhing escapes; that commits no errors himself, but has a Lynx 's eyes
upon others ; measures every thing
by an exact Line, and forgives
nothing; pleases himself with himself onely ; the onely Rich, the onely. Wise, the onely Free Man, and'
onely King; in brief , the onely man
that is every thing, but in his own
single jud gment onely ; that cares
not for <the Friendship of any man,
being himself a friend to no man ;
makes no doubt to make the Gods
stoop to him, and condemns and
laughs at the whole Actions of our
Life? And yet such a Beast is this
their perfect Wise Man." A fit description ! — or, better yet, if I may
borrow from a tongue descended
from the Ancient Lithuanian : in
purpura simia, in Leontina pelle
asiiius. I repeat, Sir: your aspersions are not kosher !I glory in the
fame I enjoy for my showmanship
in tho history ancj government departments ; but intellectual ? . . no,
George Elison
History Department
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one paper per week on a prescribed topic.
Though embedded in . its reputat ion of a "gut" the course has been
of considerable service to those
who have approached it with a
serious attitude. Rather than being
stricken from the curriculum, English 378 should be restored as soon
as possible and molded to become a
more advanced challenge for those
interested in developing their writing style.
William Vanderweil '67

Typewriter Ban Urged
For Reference Room

To the Editor :
The reference room in Miller
Library is used by many who cannot study effectively in their dorm
or fraternity houses because of
noise.
For many students it is the most
pleasant and easiest place to study.
The library staff has, however,
placed typewriters in this room
for, I assume, the purpose of doing
clerical work.
The constant, or even sporadic,
sound of these typewriters during
the day is distracting and annoying. It has, upon several occasions,
broken my train of thought. I am
sure it has done the same thing to
many others who use the reference
room for study.
One such occasion is right now;
and I am taking time out from my
studies to write this brief note because that damn typewriter has
started up again.
\
Bill Surges '69

Should Colby Become
Active In Community ?

plans to install.
Colby has disassociated itself from
Waterville on the false assumption
that it doesn't need the city. One
wouM think that a college in a
small city would exert some good
effect on the city's life. Only occasionally though does a faculty
member run for mayor. Go down
to the city tax office and read thru
the long lists of property that Colby pwns m Waterville.- Count the
Colby alumni in the state legislature and in city government.
It's easy enough for the college
to hit the alumni f or money; why
not exert a little political-intellectual pressure on Waterville to
make the place better to live in?
Colby is quite happy to go on picking up its slum rents, but has no
social conscience at all We are
Wateryilie's intellectual elite; why
don't we try to give the place a
little variety.
I know "Y/ou have to consider
the political-economic problems involved, etc. blah, blah, blah." We
are theoretically an institution devoted to ideals and ideas as well
as to efficiency and facts. But,
Waterville decays, the Kennebec
smells, and Colby is going to become residential in a year. (As an
aside I will give the college credit
for one bit of morality: it doesn 't
allow students to have apartmen ts
in some of the slums it owns.)
Since the college has abandoned its
responsibilities and its opportunity, i.e. making Waterville worth
living in , it has decided to move
completely onto the hill.
Architecture Criticized
Well, first, the college long ago
lost its chance to make something
out of the new campus. It found
dreary architects for a dreary
place, when, thirty years ago,
Wright or Corbisier or anybody
good would probably have given
their eyeteeth to design a unified
college complex.
Now the administration has the
gall to tell us that we have to live
in this dead place. We have to
amuse ourselves in immense, dusty
unions. Roberts has the charm of
a barber shop, Runnals of a Victorian dpllhouse.
Obviously, until the college realizes that It -has to support and nurture us as well as to restrain and
punish us, nothing will change for
the good, It's easy enough for ^ the
admissions , department to find
tractable, safe, hardworking nitwits; anybody worth talking to or
doing things with, leaves here fast
or, at best, retreat downtown to an
apartment.
Who WiU Load?
Both the college arid the fraternities have shown themselves incapable of prpviding a worthwhile
social-intellectual life, Everybody
knows that the admissions policy
encourages fraternities and that
(Continued on Page Five)

TO THE EDITOR:
Dean Nickerson made it clear at
the Stu-G- meeting a few weeks
ago that by the fall of '67, Colby
will be a residential college, i.e., no
apartments. The significance of
what he said was hidden at that
meeting by the wrangle over the
$10 social fee. I think the two
things are connected and should
be looked at tpgether.
Somebody once said thgt a good
city has to cater to everybody's
needs. It has to have concert halls
and dancehalls, cocktail lounges
and saloons, censorship societies
and whore houses. Obviously, the
social-cultural life in Waterville
and at Colby lack both.
One need only look at the parking lots which once housed Park's
Diner, Kilroy 's Army and Navy
Store, and a church to see that the
choice of things to do and, places
"Prudence On The Lawn " to go in Waterville is rapidly diminishing. One need only lppk at
Receives Some Advice
the Elm Plaza Shopping Centre to
Soon the day will come
When the ducks are f reed to run. see the sterility which the city
As all things in May,
They might be wont to play.
I f , my dear Prude,
Their play seems obscenely rud e
And your countenance is shook,
You might think twice
About some age-old advice,
Which simply says, "Must not
Bpx J014, Colby Cpl}ege, Waterville, Maine
lock ''.
Qfflcq; Roberts Union, Oajl TR 2-2791. text.1'210
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THE QUEST

by H. W. Vestermark, Jr.
The column this week is primarily a potpourri of general topics, perhaps not clearly related. I feel the need to elaborate somewhat on my
stand regarding the social fee proposed by the Wilson administration.
Initially I opposed the idea. I then learned that forms of entertainment
other than The Supremes "were being considered .under this general
scheme. Ten dollars still sounds exorbitant but if the clance exists for
an appearance of the likes of Rosalyn Tureck, E dward Albee, Senator
Fulbright and one other "big name performer " of this like, then I will
^
reconsider even further. Frankly, this is what I'm going to expect out
out of my $10: at least four individuals from this
general category to the two, from the category of
The Supremes — a category which is very low on my
pecking order.

Y'Faiih , What A S how!

*Kiss Me KateV Reviewed

by Stephanie Barker,
Nancy Heilman, Janet Karcz,
Sarah Shute, and Paula Willey
'Get thee to the Opera House' —
and thousands did Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings proving
the inimitable charm of the Cole
Porter touch as rendered by the
bards of Colby-on-Kennebec.
Penny Hume in her dual role as
Lilli Vanessi and Kate cleverly
portrayed two variations -.of the
Perhaps it will be hard to get six "performers" out beautiful shrew. It is in her outof $10. Perhaps as hard as it was to acquire the $10. standing number "I Hate Men"
At the moment it is possible to hear three perform- that she actively combined the parances with the Colby Music Associates for $5. Usually
Professor Re throws in a bonus concert to make it
$1.25 each. From my point of view this is the kind
of opposition the plan faces. Some will say that I'm
being unreasonable, that this ration doesn't represent
the campus tastes. Perhaps it doesn't but almost evVESTERMARK eryone, to include myself, if hard pressed, can sing
By Tom Bailey
'Mrs. Brown You've Got A Lovely Daughter" etc. while very few can
Many students at Colby are skepplay Bach's Two Part Inventions in the style of Tureck.
tical of January Plan because some
Secondly, I believe the majority taste is not generally reflected in the
schola rs" use the month
carefully fabricated, religiously maintained big-weekend rite. This of of our "
for
little
more than testing ski
course, is not what we are generally led to believe. Personally, I will
wax. Occasionally, however, a stuaccept only one alternative to the 4:2 ration — an optional social fee. I
dent not only does a superior job
would think that any student would object if $6 out of that $10 was desdeeply
ignated for the kind ,of entertainment he does not prefer. If so, he on a Plan but becomes so
involved
in
a
subject
that
it
can
shouldn't have to pay. I won't,
be
almost
called
a
vocation.
»
*
*
*
*
~ Senior Scholar and sociology maNow some general remarks about the Wilson administration. I am
quite encouraged so far, in spite of my general feelings about the fa- jor, Andy Bear, is such a student
tuity of most student government responsibilities. Jim Wilson's initial with her subject, Indians. As a
performance, particularly as it pertains to the "open forum" or "sym- freshman she was granted a speposium spirit" is commendable. In recent meetings he has put the meet- cial Plan concerning Maine Ining into a committee form via some one of Roberts' Rules. This has ex- dians. With the help of her advispedited discussion, though it has perhaps made the issues more complex or, Mr. Hickcox, her interest kin— as in fact they really are. This has helped to eliminate the sense that dled and she petitioned for a speStu-G combined with Roberts ' Rules of Order resembles more than any- cial Plan again her sophomore
year. This time she chose for study
thing else a verbal 17th Century minuet — and about as contentless. '
There has been some concern about the occasional rigid, dogmatic the Maliseet tribe of New Brunstendency of Wilson to ram business through for the sake of efficiency. wick (four reservations, populaFrom my point of view I'm depending on such able representatives as tion 10,000) of which her father
Beth Lawton, John Demer, and Bill Vanderweil along with Wilson 's own had been a member.
good sense to work out the tensions between President and council. I'm
In the fall of her junior year
rather looking forward to this particular regime. If Eric Rosen succeeds Andy's interest became a solid
in preparing (along with the Academic Life Committee) the Student commitment. Knowing of Andy 's
Handbook and Course Critique by September we will have in hand the hobby, Prof. Rosenthal of the Somost significant contribution to the student body by the Stu-G in my two ciology Department asked her to
years at Colby.
participate in an extensive proje ct.
Prof. Rosenthal was a member of
»
«
*
*
*
On May 18 the faculty votes on the four/five course option. It is inter- the Maine State Advisory Comesting to note that th ey (the faculty and administration) did not think mittee to the United States Comit worthwhile to establish any sort of a reasonable dialogue between mission on Civil Rights. To this
themselves and the student body on this issue. Now it is too late. Stu- board Indian tribes in Maine had
dents and Stu-G are trying to develop some sort of a consensus indepen- entered complaints which he wantdent of discussion with, their teachers. All this seems typical of the fur- ed Andy to investigate during Jantive and clandestine manner in which "blue ribbon " official committees uary. Enthralled , she joined the
staff issues at Colby. The less open dialogue the better. It is also typical commission and started field work
of a general exclusion of students from positions where they could ef- on a Passamaquoddy tribal reserfectively influence their experience. I think It is probably time we had a vation in Washington County,
student representative at some of the faculty meetings, The Educational which is one of tho most depressed
Policy Committee could well afford to have a student member. It seems areas in the United States.
to me that departments could benefit by staging open meetings for their
Sho found the condition of the
majors — question and answer periods. I am watchingSj losely to see Passamaquoddys to be not only
what comes of the Wilson-Haughton efforts with the Board of Trustees serious but pitifully tragic. The
and the Admissions Office.
Indians were almost destitute and
FOOTNOTE : Unfortunately Mr, Merrill was not the individual desig- had little chance of Immediate
nated to introduce to the C.A.C. the idea he suggested to Stu-G on the self-Improvement. Poor whites in
subject of academic credit for extra-curricular activities. His Idea was the area scorned the tribe exhibitquite different from what I was reacting to. He proposed some' changes ing civil right abuses against them
v
that involve major alterations in the educational policy of Colby. He comparable to those against Neseems to want an Antloch atmosphere. My objections to the proposal groes In tho South. Indians were
stand so long as it Is phrased in the manner In which tho C.A.C. was not allowed to buy haircuts in' loasked to consider It.
cal barbershops for example. The

adoxical qualities of scintillating
femininity and flippant fishwivery.
The strength of Carl Faust's outstanding tenor lent the power necessary to portray the virile egoism
of Fred Graham (Petrucchio). His
character was especially revealed
when he strode on stage, whip in
hand , singing "I've Come to Wive
it Wealthily in Padua ". This song,
in particular set the tone for further clashes between the similarly
adamantine personalities of the
hero and heroine.
As the play within a play pro-

Senior Scholar Qrapp les
Maine Indian Problem

YMCA Summe r Proj ect

Five Colbyites To Work In*Peru

by Peter Jensen
This coming summer, five Colby
students are taking part In an International YMCA work project In
Lima, Peru. Tho students, Coral
Harris, Carol Swan, Pam Harding,
V. G. Smith, and Poter Jonsbri are
leaving from Miami on Juno 29th
for South America. The Colby Inca
group will moot with a similar
team from tho Unlvoralty of Missouri, and intends to work In one
of Lima's many barrladas. The
barrlada is an Institution , so to
speak, In this Latin American city.
Tho vast numbers of poor are concentrated In a hugo bolt of such
outlying districts built Into tho surrounding barren mountainsides
that nearly encircle this modern
city. At the ' opposite extreme, and

forming the remainder o'f this circle, arc tho middle and upper classes of society. Tho two worlds have
little contact with, ono another,
and deprived of tlie privilege of
modern life, tho majority of the
barrladorea represent poverty Inconceivable In this country. It Is
Into this environment that the S
Colby students will live for fi fty
days.
Running Wato* Lacking
The YMCA Is the largest organized Institute as such in all of Latin
America, and tho Lima "Y" Is tho
hub of Its functions, Thoro aro six
branches In Lima altogether, each
with Its own building, and each
working to give the youth of Lima
something more than what they
find in tho barrladas. Tho Colby

Inca group will bo living right In
ono ' of these districts, In their own
house complete with the luxury of
electricity - but not running water.
During tho day, thoy' will conduct
a day camp for the kids, and In the
evenings, adult seminars.
But tlie trip won't be entirely
without Its lighter moments. Midway In the summer, tho group will
tako a ton day trip back into the
Andes, and hopefully visit some of
the many fascinating Indian towns
an d ' markets. At tho end of tho
trip, thoy will moot with the othor
South American teams In Bogota,
Colombia, for an evaluation period,
as well as some tou listing of another capital.
First Such Project
All In all, tho summer should

SENIOR ANDY BEAR
Working with Indians
Indian educational and living standards bore the signs of neglect by
irresponsible state authorities. On
the state level, responsibility for
the Indians was shuffled from department to department while the
tribes suffered. These problems
were compounded by treaty suits
against Maine and Massachusetts
by Don C. Gellers, an attorney for
the Indians, After her January
study Andy made numerous trips
to Augusta in the spring of her
junior year to speak at legislative
hearings on the Indian problem,
(Continued on Page Four)

gresses these clashes serve as vehicles for such high comic scenes
as the spanking.
The romantic sub-plot was admirably cast with Greg Chabot as
Bill Calhoun and Terry Carreira as
Lois Lane. Once again there is a
conflict of personalities; We see
this in the blatant romanticism of
Bill Calhoun's "Bianca" and the
Rose Da n ce, and the coy worldliness of Lois Lane singing "Always
True to You (In My Fashion)".
Prime examples of superlative
development of supporting roles
were Harlan Schneider as Baptista,
John Carvellas as Harrison, and
Don Thomas and John Simpson as
the gangsters. Unforgettable was
the rendition of "Brush Up Your
Shakespeare."
Also, John McCIain and Harriet Morri s handled their respective numbers, "Too Darn Hot" and
the opening, "Another Opening
Another Show " with verve and
style.
Despite the excellence of individual actors the play, until the play
within a play began, seemed to
reflect a lack of cohesion and a
dearth of tension and rapport between the characters. The situation was aggravated by the failure
of actors to project above the orchestra and by what one is tempted to describe as an underrehearsed chorus. These minor flaws,
however, were obviated by the vigor and brilliance of the total production.
Michael Clivner added one more
success to his long string of set
and lighting triumphs. Credit for
the smooth functioning of the sets
and lighting must go to Skip Kindy and Clinton Baer, Production
Manager and Master Electrician
respectively. Dorean Corson's costumes were, as usual, colorful and
effective.
As this is the final production of
the season for P & W it is a good
opportunity to single out for special recognition graduating stalwarts Clivner, Kindy, Roesing,
Chabot and Aestreicher, especially
the latter whose hours of devoted
service too often go unmentioned,

Q. Do you favor tlio proposed four-course curriculum change?
A. Nancy Nahra, '68, Brewer, Maine : The change in area requirements
implicit In a four course curriculum would, I think, eliminate the possibility of a true liberal arts education. Moreover , at schools where four
courses are now offered (viz. Radcliffe) , the consideration of a threecourse system is beginning. Apparently, then, the change Is not the panacea it appears to us as finals are fast upon us,
A. Phil Johnson , '08, Lexington , Ky.: I am In favor of the proposed four
course system because it would naturally afford a more detailed study
of each subject. The adage "quality not quantity " seems well suited to
the problem.
A. Nancy Meyer, '68, Trumboll, Conn.: I feel very strongly against the
change from a five to a four course curriculum. The purposp . of a libera)
arts college Is to offer a liberal oditcatlon , which includes a wide vari ety
of subjects rather than a specialized program In a few. Four courses
would p revent a student from taking courses In which ho might otherwise be interested,
A. BoI> Hauok, '(17, Gilotte, N.H. : Despite the fact that it would limit
the possibilities of securing tho broad liberal arts education which is said
to bo our goal, I am in favor of tho four-course semester, Majors aro
being required to have a deeper, more exacting knowledge and understanding of their respective fields; and only with tho added time and
greater concentration of the four course semester can this be achieved,
A. Sue Gilmore, '08, So. Portland, Maine: I think that tho innovation of
a four course curriculum at Colby would be a great stimulus to tho academic spirit hero. Often in selecting courses a student chooses maybe
four courses that .ho Is Interested In and a fifth as,a fill-In or "gut". Tlio
four course system would eliminate this non-essontlal fifth course and
give each student more time to concentrate on his major nnd minor
courses. The extra time eut of class would glvo the student opportunity
to see his professors and work on Ills more or loss Independent projects,
Colby Is taking many stops toward liberalism and independent study. The
four cou rse semester would greatly augment this advance.
prove to bo vory Interesting for
tho members of tho Inca project.
This project Is tho first of Its kind
to bo Instituted as a Colby project ,

and it Is hopod jthat, In summers
to como, Colby students wIM want
to participate In similar domestic
and foreign projdets,

Campus Soloists Will Highlight
Last of Glee Club Concerts

Continuing the tradition of presenting masterworks for chorus
and orchestra , the Colby College
Glee Club, Waterville Area Chorus
and choristers and instrumentalists from Bangor to Portland will
perform two contrasting compositions on Sunday, May 15 at 8:00
p.m, in Colby's Wadsworth Fieldhouse. Scheduled for performance
are Cantata 21 by J. S. Bach and
Zoltan Kodaly's "Te Deum". The
Bach cantata, is regarded as .one
of the finest choral works by the
towering baroque master. The final
chorus, based on the same closing
text as Handel's "Messiah" presents some interesting similarities
in treatment. In his two-volume
work on J. S. Bach, Albert
Schweitzer refers to Cantata 21 as
"one of the most and best known".
Soloists are Florence . Cross, soprano, Ruth Bernstein, contralto,
James Whidden, tenor, and Donald
Slagel, bass.
In contrast to the Bach cantata,
%
"Te Deum", written in 1938 by the
Hungarian composer Zoltan Kodaly, offers a twentieth century

musical style that is clearly rooted
in the past. In his biography of Kodaly, Percy Young writes: "The Te
Deum is o n e of Kodaly 's most vivid
works, touching the great points in
the European tradition, yet firmly
integrated and individual." The
work is scored for full symphony
orchestra, large chorus and solo
quartet for soprano, alto, tenor
and bass. Soloists will be Colby
students Linda Jones, Donald
Thomas and Richard Osborne and
Waterville Chorus contralto Ruth
Bernstein. (Colby Students — Free
Admission).
The annual Fieldhouse concerts
are renowned throughout the
state for presentations of large
scale choral - orchestral works
normally heard only in metropolitan centers. In past years the performing groups have presented
Berlioz's massive "Requiem"'scored
for four brass choirs, enlarged
symphony orchestra and chorus.
Also the "grand Mass in C Minor"
by Mozart, Brahms' "Requiem",
"Dettingen Te Deum" by Handel
and Poulenc's "Gloria".

Current Events Quiz

The following is the ECHO'S second and final quiz on political and
cultural events of the past year; It has been partially adapted from a
similar quiz printed by TIME Magazine. The answers appear below upside down. Eight out .of ten correct is a good score.
1. The United States is helping the South "Vietnamese in all ways but
the following:
A. Building classrooms. Training government officials.
C. Improving agriculture. D. Building armaments factories.
2. At the beginning of 1966 there were roughly this number of American troops in Vietnam:
A. 100,000. B, 200,000. C. 300,000. D. 400,000
3. In its $3.6 billion education bill Congress provided for all but the
following:
A. Regional centers or laboratories for teacher training.
B. Low-interest loans to college students.
C. Indirect aid to private and parochial schools.
D. An academy for health and physical fitness.
4. Replacing Harry Byrd as chairman of the Senate's powerful Finance
Committee was Democratic Whip:
A. Mike Monroney of Oklahoma. B. Mike Mansfield of Montana.
C. John Pastore of Rhode Island. D. Russell Long of Louisiana.
5. Parliament grumbled that the pretty princess of this nation had decided to marry a German commoner and former Nazi soldier:
A. Holland, B. Sweden. C. Greece. D. Belgium
6. In August this one-time British colony seceded from the 2-year old
Federation of Malaysia:
A. British Guiana B. Borneo C, Burma D. Singapore
7. The public welcomed it but professionals in the field condemned this
insider's first person expose which became a non-fiction best seller:
A. The Ambassador, by West B. Intern, by Doctor X.
C. The Rabbi, by Gordon D. Tho Interrogators, by Prior.
8. She was voted an Oscar for a 1964 role, but really won it for another
performance entirely:
A. Julie Christie. B. Simone Signoret C. Julie Andrews
D Vivian Leigh.
9. In addition to -taking most of the titles in his sport last year, he also
earned the most money.
A. Sandy Koufax B. Jack Nicklaus C. John Pennell
D. Don Schollander.
10. Tho new commissioner of baseball is:
A, Joseph Cronin B. Leo McPhail C. William Eckert [
D. Winslow Tobey.
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(Continued from Pago Three)
WELCOME TO
Partly through her efforts, two
bills were passed. One tool; Indian
THE
education out of the Health and
AL COREY
Welfare Department's control and
placed It In the Department of EdMU SI C CENTER
ucation where It properly belongs.
00 MAIN STREET
Another bill initiated a new Dei
partment of Indian Affairs.
Last summer Andy worked with
Everythi ng In Music
the Save Wio Children Federation
TRInlty 2-5622
publishing an Indian newsletter,
means
Walam-a-wagan, which
"truth", and this year In hor Senior Scholars project sho Is prov¦
>m m <m <P-<F#i^»»#«<wyipi^^K^# i^ti^*
ing that the Indians of Maine, I — ~
BOSTONIANS - BASS
New Ham pshire and New Bruns;
wick are all ono people.
PF TENNIS
However, her real Involvement is
CITATIONS
- RED CROSS
still with tho Passamaquoddy.
GALLERT
"Pooplo are suddenly aware that
thoro aro Indians left." (In Maine),
SHOE STORE
says Andy In her typical tone of !
SI Main Street
optimistic hope for tho Indians.
"Tho chances for development , ImWaterville
Maine
provement and education aro treCharge Accounts
|
mendous."
Then sho added , "I certainly fool | Quality Footwear For 104 Years
responsible,"

Oldtlmer Questions Mixers

(The following article was writ- weekends and , this was heralded
ten especially for the ECHO . It as a substitute for co-edueation.
is an appraisal of a comparativel y The proponents of mixers state
recent pheno menon on the col- that their system avoids the dislege scene, mixers, by someone of tractions and rivalries of interanother era with a different set mingled sexes and provides a
harmless and transitory recreaof accepted moral standards.)
By William Stokes
tion; those fav.oring co-education
Although mixers have become a desire an environment where famsettled feature of college life it iliar association between the sexes
might be appropriate to remind might teach them to get along toourselves where such ideas origin- gether without becoming self conated and what objectives were con- scious.
templated. Objections to mixers In the light of such conflicting
seem to stem from certain short- claims,' the mixer should certainly
comings in arranging them rather be closely evaluated. Judging from
than from any basic defects in the way it works in practice the
their concept. However, this obser- conclusion is inescapable that mixvation applies only to this coun- ers will give way in time to an imtry because in England and on the proved system and more wideContinent the general idea of a spread co-education.
mixer would be contrary to the
Men Out For Sex
settled policy of keeping the sexes A number of young people who
strictly separate until the educa- have attended mixers report the
tional process is completed.
working system is called a "cattle
Origins At Yale
drive". The girls arrive, dressed in
The idea for mixers seems to their best clothing. They are met
have originated when Yale Univ- at the colleges by an assortment
ersity built small colleges with of young men, often in unkempt
dance facilities in each unit ; the attire who stand around looking at
overall purpose was to keep the likely prospects With one idea in
students out of New York over the mind, namely how to lure their se-

lections up to the dormitory or
motel rooms. Men familiar with
this, system state that 60% of their
number are ' .interested in mixers
from motives of "instant" sex. For
the other 40% the inducements are
beer largely but for some there
is a real hope and expectation of
social experience. The whole thing
is unsatisfactory and those with
hi gh hopes are shocked. The young
men take the position that they
are overworked at college and
need an outlet for their- emotions;
they have no intention of getting
to know the girls or of making any
effort to provide normal hospitality or of mixing socially. Does this
attitude illustrate the depth of our
American culture and are we
proud of a situation that college
authorities openly tolerate?
Mixer Norms Needed
The solution seems* , obvious.
Those sponsoring mixers should
provide some instruction cards
calculated to make the participants
recognize their social obligations,
since many come from homes
where social amenities are unknown. Colleges hold out hopes for
a rounded cultural experience and
a chance to learn to contribute as a
member of the community; how
can colleges exact academic standWith exams soon coming, the ECHO offers this exercise in trivia to ards 'without moral and cultural
release study pressure. This test, unlike some, should be taken with little standards? If this fails, more athregard for correctness. (Marks may be curved to suit individual egos.)
letics and cold showers are indicat1. Who is the Royalette's brother?
ed.
2. What is the meaning of the Kingsmen song "I Got My Mojo Workf
ing?"
3. Who has Suss hired to replace the ballerinas in next year's version
of "Kis Me Kate"?
4. Which star of television drama recently recorded a pop LP?
5. What happened to the ham that Seller's was serving first semester ?
6. What is the most apparen t change in Annette since her Mouseket4|$i? * Trust Comp any
eer days ?
7. What are the most looked-at animals at Johnson Pond?
"9 Offices in the
8. Which college has a two month Christmas vacation ?
9. How do the Colby-8 differ from the Colbyettes?
'Heart of Maine"
10. What is surprising about the Beach Boys?
ANSWERS:
.¦Metnlw r Federal Deposit
1. Bass 2
S.'Coach Simpson. 4. Which hasn 't? 5. It's in the meat
Insurance Corp.
loaf. 6. See answers to question No. 2. 7. Beavers. 8. You should know.
9. Their voices are higher. 10. They're boys.

ECHO Trivia Test
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It's In The Headlines !
UFO's Have Been Sighted!
See this big triple -Space Show
"THE DAY MARS
INVADED EARTH"
"CONQUEST OF SPACE"
"INVASION OF THE
STAR CREATURES"
_ _ _ _

Attention: Seniors Going To
MEDICAL SCHOOL
The Nikon Medi cal Micro scope is guarantee d
for 25 years. (So , please don't wait until the
last day before classes to buy yours.)

#
THK NIKON SBR
MICROSCOPE

FerrantLDcgo/ lnc.
New England's Exclusive
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I
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Harvard Squar e '
Cambridge , Massachuse tts 02138

SHOULD COLBY BECOME
(Continued from Page Two)
fraternities encourage blah. Don 't
write in next week and tell me that
the all-fraternity average is — or
that the football team is staffed
by —. I know, I know.
To force kids to live in an unpleasant atmosphere is in the end
to drive out anybody at all sensitive to atmosphere. To charge an
extra $10 for non-entertainment is
t o alien at e those people who cou ld,
under better circumstances, enjoy
and create real entertainment. To
tear down woods, to put in new
dorms is to destroy what little uneroded environment we have left.
• If the college won't do anythingto save Waterville, to put some life
into the Opera House and the bars,
if it won't do anything in the way
of planting shrubs on campus, if
it won't relax and quit being afraid
of its students; the least it can do
is to let those kids, who want to
live ,an independent, off-campus
lif e, add something to the city and
to their own character and pleasure.
I was told once having an apartment was a very big responsibility;

Senor s and Senoritas Active;
Entertai n Fullbri ght Scholar

By Linda LaMonica
Colby's Spanish Club under the
guidance of Mr. Frank Cauz and
the leadership of Lorna Wright,
is concluding a very active and
fulfilling year.
This year's club has begun a new
series of cultural affairs meetings.
The majority of these programs
have been organized and presented by the students themselves. In
the fall, Virginia McClintock, JoAnna Snyder, and Lorna Wright,
winners of the Walker Scholarship
to study in Mexico for the summer,
I was an emissary of Colby to Waterville, and Colby's reputation depended on what I did. Why doesn't
the college be its own emissary and
quit shrinking from everything?
The school should have some definite aim and philosophy. Being
merely , and exclusively a "community of scholars" isn't nearly
enough.
John Goldfine '67

ARNOLD MOT EL

TONY 'S

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearby

COFFEE

AAA

Air Conditioned

SHOP

Syrian Dagwoods - 50c
also

Pizza, Italian Sand. Mt. Ball

SUPERIOR
Pool

Tel. 872-2735

discussed the culture, topography,
and atmosphere of the Mexican
civilization.
"Winners of the scholarship for
the coming summer are Terry Carreira, Linda Jones, and Tina McCarty. In December, Dr. Juan P.
Ortega, a visiting Fulbright sqholar
from Segovia, gave a resume of
the customs and traditions of the
Christmas and New Year festivities in Spain.
Last month, Susan Turner, who
recently returned from a year of
studying at the University of San
Marcus, showed slides and discussed her experience while travelling through Peru. And most recently, Ronnie Nock and Eric Werner recalled fond memories of
their Junior year in Madrid. On
Ap ril 23, Nancy DiAngelus participated in a spoken Spanish contest
presented by the American Association of Teachers of Spanish and
Portuguese in conjunction with the
Pan American Union. Nancy, who

Grinders and beer to take out
Free delivery on $4 minimum.
Call 872-9731

Now There's A

.

DENNISON
Coin-Operated

participated at the intermediate
college level, and competed with
students in the New England regi on , was awarded second prize.
The Spanish Club has been veryenergetic this year, and will culminate its activities with the presentation of an entremes (interlude ) , on May 11, in the Little
Theatre. Under the direction of
Hans Henker, members of the
club will perform Juez de los Divorcios (Judge of Divorces) , written by Gervantes. All are cordially
invited to attend.

te
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Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live , flesh -and-blood answer to this question.
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Home Style Cooking
Located At
60 Temple Street

i

American and Syrian Food
Air Conditioning

ART Department
We are adding items to our downstairs
Have you checked it lately?
Some prints in stock and many, many that we can
|
, order for you.
Custom Framing

Berr y's St ati o ners
74 Main Street
Waterville, Maine
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At Your Norge Laundry
$
and
Dry Cleaning Village
i
| Elm Plaza Shopping Center, Waterville
I Have a regular $2.00 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
$ done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load: 10
sweaters, or 4 men's suits, or 3 ladies' suits, or 3
|
% topcoats, or 8 t r ou ser s , or 9 dresses.
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| laundry washed, dried and folded
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Handbags
Costume Jewelry
Umbrellas
Lingerie
Gowns
Jajamas
Slacks
Shorts
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Hankys
Pendant Watches
Billfolds
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Housecoats
Ship V Shore Blouses
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By Richard Lewis
E very y ear since 1895 , with the excepti on of the war years , the
trackmen of the State of Maine colleges have gathered at one of four
locations for the State Meet. In that time period , Bowdoin has won
th e crown 33 t imes; Maine ha s taken it 28 t imes; Bates has been on
top three times; Colby, so to speak , has been nowhere.
Throughout the long history of this meet, C olby Colleg e ha s never
won the championshi p. In 1900, it took second place with 17 points,
but Bowdoin, unfortunately, came up with 92/2 points for first place.
1914 was the next year that the Mules made it to second place; th ey
did n't get there again until 1940, the year that Maine scored 103
points to Colby 's 22. Colby ha s onl y been in second place once since
then. It has come to be acknowledged that Colby is t he permanen t
representative to the Maine State Meet cellar. The last time that the
Mules weren't the Basement Berthas was back in 1951, when Harry
S. Truman was president.
The drought is over. Coach Ken WeinbePs Five-Year-Plan, I believes, is to become a reali ty a year ea rly. A state title? Who knows?
Onl y twelve men went to the Norwich meet last week, and tha t is
not g enerall y call depth . Out of the cellar? YES! These twelve men
scored 77 points last weekend, or about 6J4 a man. Granted, some
may not score in the State Meet, but those tha t do will sc or e heavily.
Here's a rundown on t he Colby prospects for tomorrow's meet.
MILE : Dave Elliott, who has done a 4:31 this year, looks like the
best Colby entrant in this event. Ken Borehers, t hough basi cally a
half-miler, might be pushed to a sub-4:30 perf ormance if he's read y.
Bernie Finkle is the other possibility in the mile for the Mules. Winning time last year — 4:28.4.
440 YARD RUN : This has been Finkle's event all spring, althoug h he has hot been below 0:53 yet. He's had some races, bu t has
usually p laced second. Winning time last year — 0:51.2.
100 AND 200 YARD DASHES : For quite a while these have been
C olby sore sp ot s, and they still are. Bob Koons took the 100 last weekend in 10.7, but he'll have to do abou t one-half second better to bring
this one home. Chris Balsley will be the other Mule going in t his one,
and he just could surprise. Winning time last year — 10.1.
HALF-MILE: Ken Borehers has a defini te shot at first pl ace this
af t er a third place finish last year as a freshman. The winning
e
ar
y
t ime las t ye ar was two minutes f lat , and Bor ehers equ al ed tha t t ime
a few weeks ago in the Brandeis Invitationals.
TWO-MILE ; Colby is not read y to challenge seriously in this
event — yet. Kevin Burke and Carl Glickman will run for the Mules.
Winning time last year : 10.04.
120 YARD HIGH HURDLES: This is always one of the most
f erociously contested events in the meet. Freshman Paul Williams of
Bates is perhaps the best in the state, but Bob Aisner of C olb y did t he
event in 15.2 at Brandeis and could take it away from Williams. Chris
Balsley also has a good shot at a p lace for the Mules. Aisner was
fourth last year. Winning time in 1965 — 15.0.
440 YARD INTERMEDIATE HURDLES : Balsley is Colby 's
best in this event. Jim Ballinger of Maine won it last year in 55.2.
SHOT PUT: This should prove to be one of the big events of the
day. The Bowdoin Behemoth , Charlie Hews, who stands abou t 6-5
and weighs 280, will be the favorite in most books because of his one
throw of over 54 feet earlier in the season. Hews, however, has
reach ed this pinnacle but once, and I am not sure that he will take
the state. Bruce Barker and Bob Whitson, Colby's Big Two in the
shot , are both very much capable of taking it all. Whitson has been
around and over the fifty-foot mark all year , and he could be jus t
the man to ruin Hews' hopes. Barker, of course , is the defending state
champ ion , and opponents have found it virtually impossible to bea t
him late in the season. Barker took it, at 51' 10" last year , and with
Whitson , may relegate Mr. Hews to third place.
HAMMER : Two of the best men in the nation are entered —
Alex Schulten of Bowdoin and Wayne Pangburn of Bates. Schulten
was the national champ ion in 1964, and recentl y p laced second at
the Penn Relays ; he beat Pang burn by about two inches last year.
Colb y can at best hope for a third on the strength of Bruce Barker's
143' throw last weekend, barring, of course , f ouls by the two major
contestants. Winning distance last year — 188'2/a ".
BROAD JUMP : Pau l Savello of Bates will be back to defend the
title that he won at 22' 10%" last year. Unfortunatel y for Savello, he
has been beaten by Colb y 's Frank Cormia in four meetings this year.
Cormia has done 22'2" , and could just beat last year 's most valuable
entrant.
TR IPLE JUMP: Once again it is Cormia vs. Savello. Savello wen t
45'7/a" last year to win that title , with Cormia two feet behind him
for second. Neither has reached astonishing distances this year, but
both are expected to come on strong in the ' battle for state supremacy.
DISCUS : Schulten of Bowdoin is the only returning p lacer in the
discus . Bill Davis of Bates (5th last year) is also in contention for the
top spot. Whitson and Barker of Colby might prove valuable in picking up the other places , although this is one title that is basicall y up
for grabs. 155*5" last year.
JAVELIN ! The best Colb y man , Jim Coricll , is perhaps forty f eet
behind the favorite. Winning distance last year — 200'5" .
POLE VAULT : Torn Hillcr of Bates, the defending champ ion ,
cleared 13'2" two wcets ago. Colby's best hope is Walt Young, a

SCARBOROUGH SLUGGER
KEEPS MULES UNBEATEN

By Bob Grossman
Opposing hurlers will soon shudder when they reach the number four spot of the Colby batting order. The word has been sent out in the weeMy newsletter of Local # 1 of the Pitchers Union to beware
of the Mule clean-up hitter. Who is thi s d emigod , st r ong er than Ba tman and S u p erman combined ?
Mule supporters know that he is none other than Ken "Burley" Lilley, who in high school masqu er ad ed
as a meek Clark Kent-Type p itcher.
Lilley, who is largely responsible demolished A.I.C. and U.N.H. this first 4-1 triumph over A.I.C. And
for Colby's No. 1 District One past weekend. It was he who in the nitecap it was he who
ranking, almost singlehandedly scored the go-ahead run in the creamed a high fastball over the
leftfield fence for a grand slam
homer in Colby's 5-4 win. Finally,
in Monday's escapade against the
University of New Hampshire, Lilley collected six r.b.i.'s with a
three-run homer to straightaway
center and a bases-clearing double
to
right center to lead the Mules to
The varsity track team finally the same place in the triple jump.
a
9-4
victory.
reached a crowning point in this Rich Kuchar was third in the shot.
Even
though the scores of these
Chris Balsley was the high scoryear's outdoor season: a triangucontests
may not look exceptionallar meet victory. Ken Weinbei er among the runners with 11%
ly
close,
no game was really decidcould only muster twelve men to points. He took the 440 intermeed
till
the
eighth inning at the
take the trip to Northfield, Vt., diate hurdles in 59.0, but threeearliest.
.
In
the
opening game of
but they all proved valuable as tenths of a second above his own
the
A.I.C.
doubleheadef,
Ed Philthey came home with a big win. Colby mark. He also had a second
lip
s,
who
struck
out
eight
in all,
The score of the meet : Colby 77, in the 100 yard dash and in the
was
coasting
along
with
a
3-1
lead
Norwich 57, and Worcester Poly, 120 yard high hurdles. He picked
in
the
eighth.
Then,
the
Yellowup the final % of a point in run49.
Last Saturday 's meet was high- ning a leg on the second place re- jackets' put runners on first and
second with none out. The Mules
lighted by the performances of lay team,
Bob Koons also showed well for come through with the big play—
Bruce Barker of Colby and Gary
Palulis .of WPI. Barker won three the Mules with a first in the 100 an Irish to Manforte to Snow douevents, the finest overall showing and a second in the 220. Berhie ble play — to ease the jam.
Jabar Strikes Out Thirteen
of his career. The Colby captain Finkle was third in the 440 in a
Joe
Jabar, while whiffing thirtook the shot put at 51'5" (a new near dead-heat race. Dave Elliott
teen
Aces,
was continually in troufield record), the hammer at 143' was second in the 880 and fourth
ble
in
the
late innings of the sec(another field record), arid the dis- in the mile. Ken Borehers took second
game.
In the eighth frame,
cus at 123' 5%". Palulis won the ond in the latter event.
the
Yellowjackets
put two men on
At this point in the season, the
880, the mile and the two-mile.
without
scoring.
Finally,
the visitColby started out the meet with leading Colby scorer is Whitson,
ors
put
a
runner
on
second
with
an unusual sweep in the hammer who has 53 points in six meets.
two
out
in
the
ninth.
On
a
single
to
.
for eleven points : Barker was fi rst, Balsley is second with 50 points,
left,
the
third
base
coach
held
up
Bob Whitson placed second, Hal Aisner has 45, Barker has 37, and
the runner, even though the ball
Childs took third, and Rich Ku- Borehers is fifth with 34.
eventually hobbled in left.
was
char grabbed fourth. Whitson was In a freshman meet with Port/guess
Then
who raced in to make
also second to Barker in the shot land and Waterville high schools,
the
game-ending
catch ? Of course,
and hammer, going 51'3" in the the Baby Mules placed second desit
was
Lilley
who
made the grab
former event. He also picked up a pite outstanding individual per'
on
the
looping
Texas
Leaguer to
point for the Mules in the javelin. formances. Jeff Coady won the 440
short
left
center.
Colby also did well in the other and the half-mile, and Tom MayOn ^ Monday, the Mules held a
field events. Walt Young led the nard had easy victories In the mile
Mules to a first place in the pole and two-mile. Jim Klirigensmith two-run edge going into the fateful
vault at 10'. Bob Aisner was second missed the school record for the eighth. But the margin appeared
in the high jump, with Young freshman discus by five inches as awfully slim as Rog Valliere tired
fourth. In the broad jump, 440 man he threw 144'3". Eric Slegletuch and walked the bases full. Coach
Bernle Finkle got out over 19* for got a good win in the 330 yard low Winkin made the move that insured the triumph. He brought in
a fourth, while Walt Young took hurdles.
Ed Phillips on two days rest, who
struck out , the wildcat hitter to
retire the side. In the bottom of ithe
frame Lilley insured the win with
his prodigious double.
Coach Jim Wilson's lacrosse team
Mule hitting shone again in these
met defeat in the hands of the Unthree games. Jim Thomas went 3
iversity of New Hampshire frosh
for 4 in the A.I.C. opener, Sal Manlast -weekend at Durham. The finforte regained his hitting eye with
al score indicates the nature of the
three singles against U.N.H., and
game: 10-3.
Bob
Kimball knocked a two-run
The first period, however, was
homer
over the rlghtfield fence in
reasonably close, as Mike Self and
the
same
contest. Colby fielding,
Tim Radley each tallied for the
th ough, left much to be desired In
visiters. U.N.H. came up with three
the final two contests. "A rathescores of their own to take a one
sloppy, defensive game " was how
point lead going into tho second
Winkin described the five Mule
period. At this stage, the U.N.H.
errors in the Monday struggle.
defense began to operate effectiveWith State Series action underly, and for tho next two quarters,
way
earlier this week, the Mules
the Mules were held scoreless. Finentertain
Providence and Maine in
ally, Mike Self came through with
the next three days. Tomorrow, the
his second goal of the day for
Friars match the Winldnmen in a
Colby's lone other score. The Mule
Greek Weekend twinbill starting
goalie, freshman Pete ConstantiMULE STOCK STAIiWARTS
at 1:80. On Monday, Colby hosts
noau, did make 22 saves in an evtho Yankee Conference challenger
entually futile effort.
Tim Radley and Mike Self
Black Bears in a 2:30 start here.
hi gh-jumper wh o took up the pole because Colb y just didn 't have a
van Iter, He has made amazing progress in less than a month , winning
last week at Norwich at 10'. Winning hei ght last year — 12'6"

Barker Wins Three As
Tracks ters Win Trvmeet

hacrossemen Lose, 10*3

HIGH JUMP : Tom Bowditch of Bates, who won it last year at
6'0 , is gone. Bob Aisner of Colb y, who went 6*5" indoors, has arrived .
Aisner should be the favorite to cop this event, althoug h And y Scager
of Bowdoin and Toby Tighe of Bates should again push him to the
limit . Don 't be surprised , however, if Walt Young does some maj or
upsetting.
CONSENSUS : Coach Weinbei said that "on paper , it is cither
Maine or Bates. Bates, thoug h , has seriousl y been hampered by the
tri-ttiester situation , which let the Apri l graduates go home. But then
that 's just paper. Who knows?" I concur with that view. At any rate,
Colby scored 14 points last time around ; they should substantiall y improve on that . Barker will be the only man graduating this season,
Next year, hopef ull y, with the addition of Sebsidc Mamo to the
squad , the Mules should have the men and tho semblance of depth
necessary to win their first crown ever,

MAINE EDGES
FROSH GOLFERS

Last Monday, the Colby frosh
golf team dropped a close match
to tho University of Maine frosh
at tho Waterville Country Club,
3-2.
Tho numb er tour man , Rick
Stinchfield, took hip match, 7 and
6. Tho other Colby winner was
Goorgo Cameron, who won at 4 and
8, In the key match oft tho afternoon , number one man Rick Littlbfl old lost on 10 holes, ono up. Al
Coif: and Craig Stevens both
dropped thoir matches, My tho oamo
acoro , 8 and 2. Cameron was tho
medalist for tho day with an 81. .

Colby Woodsmen Place Eighth At Dartm outh

by Pete Anderson
Last weekend, two. 6-rnan teams
sponsored by the Woodmen's
Council of the Colby Outing Club
traveled to Dartmouth to participate in the annual Intercollegiate
Woodsmen's Meet. They competed
with teams from all over New England, placed eight, and highest
among the non-forestry schools.
The Woodsmen's Meet is an ex-

citingly colorful weekend of competition, sporting such Bunyanesque events as speed chopping,
crpssrcut sawing, scoot loading, log
rolling, tree felling, and canoeing.
Many competitors dress in the
style of the historic lumberjack,
and the battleground for competition has an air of the old lumber
camps of northern New England.
This year's fashions included felt

hats, red suspenders and Abe LinNine schools were represented at
Dartmouth, six of them bringing
two teams. Colby, Dartmouth, Macr
Donald , Middlebury, Massachusetts, West Point, Nichol s, Paul
Smith and Maine all competed.
Most of the teams were sponsored
by their respective outing clubs,
but teams from the forestry
school s, Nichols, Paul Smith, and
Maine were college sponsored.
The forestry schools turn out
well for this meet, bringing numerous managers, coaches, and technicians, and usually divide the top
honors among themselves. This
year as usual, the first six places
went to teajns from the three forestry schools. The greatest feat for

Gas Tank Full?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See
"COOKIE" MICHAEL
Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.

ouiing oiLus Meet

WATERV_L£E

Cross Cut Sawing Event

.
\* ._?. f>

MAINE
I

a liberal arts team, is to beat ?any
of the forestry teams, and this
year, Colby 's A team fell only 2
points short of doing so. Three
years ago at thp University of
Maine wl^en Colby finished third,
in front of four forestry teams, asr
tonished woodsmen were asking
"where's this Colby Forestry
School?"
As competition bega n on Saturday morning, Colby started slowly
with only modest performances in
log rolling, casting and scoot loading. Then after a hard luck showing in. the splitting, they roared
back with a high-scoring pulp toss
and a second place fire build. A
bad guess on preparing their saws
prayed nearly catastrophic, and the
sawing events were abominable.
But high spirits reigned afteir captain Leon Garnett led the speed
choppers to a near upset and a
fi rst place tree felling. Colby's conditioning efforts proved their
worth as the team made a superb
showing in the grueling mile and
a half long 50 pound pack board
race.
After the traditional Saturday
night Woodsmen's Steak Feed ,
scores were tallied and showed
Colby considerably ahead of all
outing club teams and only 30
coin beards.

points behind the Paul Smith Foresters. As the Sunday morning
canoe events approached, the pressure was on, and the desire to beat
the foresters was high. Colby
Score jl well in the singles as sophomore Nat Woodruff turned in the
fastest time of the day, making
him the fastest collegiate canoeman in New England. Colby's three
year winning streak in the doubles
event was barely clipped as Al
Thro op and Bob Merrill had to settle for a very close second. Pete
Anderson and Bruce MacDonald
worried the "Smithers" with their
impressive performances in the
portage race, and for a while it
looked like an upset. But, the
"Smithers" last man out-paddled
all others and kept them a scant
two points away from the Colby
team.
The Colby B team showed much
potential, placing eleventh. Gaining
valuable competition experience
were John Glaze, Mike Metcalf ,
Bob Klahn, Paul Scoville, Dick
Upton, and captain Rip Stanwood.
The meet next year is to be held
here at Colby. The first weekend
of May will bring more than a hundred of New England's best collegiate woodsmen to our hill to
engage in these many deciduous
and coniferous events.
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ENGAGE-ABLES
go for
And,for good reasons... like
imqr| styling to enhance the
center diamond ... guaranteed
perfect (or replacement asa brilliant gem of
furejfi) ...and
precise modern
Nn^ color
cut ' The name, Keepsake, in
your ring assures lifetime satisfactlpn. Select your very pernormal Keepsake at your
KeepwkeJeweler's store, rind
him;|n the yellow pages wvde;r
jeyyeiers.
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KEEPSAKEDIAMOND RINGS,BOX 90,SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Fly half-fare on
Eastern via Florida.
Florida swings In the spring-but it really swings In the summer,
Lower off-season room rates are in effect, And Eastern will take you to
Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale or even Miami for half-fare.
So take a detour and enjoy |t on your way home. Or go home first and down
'
'
to Florida later,
_ , • ,,_
or
similar
card
from another airline. It
ID
card,
Just use your pastern Youfh
you do^t have such a card,It's a snap to get ope-provided you're under 22
and can prove It. For the specifics,s|op fc>y a Travel Agent or any Eastern ticket
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Once you have your card, you can get an Eastern Jet Coach seat for halfat
fare. You can't make pn advance
to anyreservation. But If there's a seat
theavailable
fly
continenta
within
Eastern
destination
l
ypii
cciri
timeV
depqr'^r?
Floridqi
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NUMBERONE TO THE RJN

BOUND schools should submit
their names to Dean Nickerson's
office along with a statement telling why they want to go to OUT+
5
i^vV'^f ^ "' - <• /•*** i ^ / ' ' - -V^ '' ^ ^ '• - ' '
WARD BOUND. Interviews will
OUTING CLUB
9th in Roberts Union at 6:30 for then be set up with the candidates
The Appalachian Trail in Maine Juniors, at 7:30 for Sophs, and at and the recipients, announced by
the end of next week.
will he the subjec t of the Colby 8:30 for Freshmen.
Outing Club's second illustrated
Room deposits of $50 must be
* * * * *
lecture to be held Monday, May 9, paid at the treasurer's office and
DON'T LEAVE BOOKS
receipts must be brought to the ....Students should not leave
at 7:30 in Runnals.
their
drawings.
« 9 * * *
books in study spaces in the libraSPEAKING CONTEST
* * * * *
ry after thiey vacate these areas.
POETRY READINGS
57th Annual Montgomery Speak* * * * *
James Foritano,, a graduate of
ing Contest will be held in LoveART LECTURE
joy Auditorium at 2:00 p.m. tomor- Colby, will present a Poetry Read- Hsien-chi Tseng, a Fellow for reing on the evening of May 12. For- search at the Museum of Fine Arts
row.
»
w
itano, described as "a poet of tre- in Boston, will speak on "The Spi* * * *
mendous promise and rapid devel- rit of the Brush in Chinese PaintSUNDAY CINEMA
Also on the 7th at 7:30 p.m. opment," is now a graduate stu- ing."
"The Cardinal" will be shown in dent at Harvard and a member of
Robert Lowell's select poetry workLovejoy.
* * * * *
shop.
FILM DIRECTION
* * * * *
The Colby Writers Workshop This Sunday, FILM DIRECTION
CLASS AGENTS
will present a Poetry and Music will present four American films
Recently elected senior class Recital on May 13. It will again be
agents were: Pam Harris, Susan a united program of music and devoted to the social, political and
problems of the loco's. TOYS
Nutter, Bill Doll, and Steve John- verse, and it marks the return to moral
ON
A
FIELD OF BLUE and THE
son.
Colby, to read , of Karen Andersen. HOLE concern war and the threat
of war; ASSEMBLY LINE exam* * * * *
BIG UPSET
ines the alienation of industrialOUTWARD BOUND
The faculty recently defeated the
SCHOLARSHIPS
ized man; THE STREETS OF
Zeta Psi House 7-1 in their annual
The deadline for filing applica- GREENWOOD documents the votsoftball game.
tions for the OUTWARD BOUND er registration drive in Greenwood,
t
scholarships has been extended un- Miss, in the summer of 1964, and
* * * * *
til noon on Tuesday, May 10. Men in the process dramatizes the
ROOM DRAWINGS
For independent men on May and women of all classes who struggle for civil rights in the
would like a 26 day, full expenses South. The showing:, in Given Aupaid stay at any of the OUTWARD ditorium, begins at 7:30.

gp p^l^XW^

Waterville
Savings Bank

TWO YEARS FROM NOW
(Continued from Page One) 1*

Hawley Cutting & Associates, Inc.
of Cleveland, Washington, London,
Paris, Madrid, Rome, Zurich, and
cilities will be part of the construc- Wiesbaden. The firm will be reption. When the complex is com- resented by its vice-president, Mr.
pleted, it will be 2i/£ times larger T. Marshall Rainey.
than the existing field house.
Emphasis is now being placed on
For the first time since the college
the
interior plans. A pilot room of
has moved to its present site, new
the
lay-out of the new dormitory
architects will be employed. It is
has
been constructed in the co-ed
certain that the exteriors of the
dining
room. This pilot room is
new buildings will be a departure
complete
except for closets and
from the traditional Georgian arfurniture
which
should be included
chitecture although the exterior
by
May
15.
The
purpose
of the pilot
plans are not yet fully completed.
room
is
to
give
the
students
an opArchitect for the new dormitory
portunity
to
offer
comments
and
and fraternity house is Benjamin
Thompson & Associates, Inc. of criticisms on the layout and facilCambridge, Mass. Mr. Thompson ities. Students are urged to visit
is the head of the School of Ar- this pilot room and offer any sugchitecture at Harvard University.
Appointed as architects for the gestions for possible improvement
new field house, gymnasium, and to either Dean Seaman or Dean
swimming complex was Richard Nickerson,
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Cab —

Local Calls At Reasonable Prices ,
— Also Deliveries —
•
— Group Trips Arranged —
Example. Six Persons to Logan Airport,
Ten Dollars Apiece Sixty Dollars

Gall 2-5543

<

FEDERAL DEPOSIT
Maine

INSURANCE CORPORATION

•eaTj^ O* NO* INUMW^fT "

proud to be
your food servi ce
..
>

Yes,
secretaries
do become
executives

Many of them d o , . . and it's a
matte r of record that becoming
a secretary Is the best way to
get sta rted In any field.

Secretaries are needed
everywhere-tho better the Job,
the more skills and education
are require /!.
Gibbs Special Course for College
Women lasts 8V2 months and
Includes complete technical ' trainlng and essential
business subjects .
Free lifetime
placement service,
rt You , an executive?
7 It could happen ,
' Write Col legs Dean
k for GIBBS GIRLS
§
¦ AT WORK.
*

KATHARINE
GIBBS
SECRETARIAL
21Mirlbcrouf I) St., BOSTON, MASS. 03110
200 Park AV8„ NEW YORK , N. V. 10017
S3 Plymouth St., MONTCLAIR , N. J. 07042
77 8, Ansoll St. PROVIDENCE, R. 1.02000

I How to make a snap course
1 out of a tough one!

.

. ....

I Obviously, Glds 4*4-2 crammed for its finals. It masters miles with a 400-cubic»inch V'8,
I 4'barrel carb and a rumbling pair of pipes. Cools corners with heavy*duty suspension
j and front and rear stabilizers. Goes to the head of its class with the sportiest configuration
1 ever to top four red-line tires. All this, and straight Af 8 in economics, too .?.
j like matching its modest price to your pocket! LOOK TO OLDS FOR TttE NEW!
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